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CHAP.rER I

THE PRINCIPLE OF DIALOGUE
Introduction
After a descent during which I had to utilize without a
halt the late light of a dying day, I stood on the edge
of a meadow, now sure of the safe way, and let the twi~
light come down upon me. Not needing a support and yet
willing to accord my lingering a fixed point, I pressed
my stick against a trunk of an oak tree. Then I felt in
twofold fashion my contact with beings here, where I held
the stick, and there, where it touched the bark. Appearing to be only where I was, I nonetheless found myself
there, too, where I found the tree.
At that time dialogue appeared to me.l
Thus in very descriptive language one of the greatest philosophers of the twentieth century, Martin Buber, explained what
he felt to be genuine speech.

He meant that a person involved

in dialogue not only feels an awareness of one's own being and
life, or looks from a perspective of one's own position, but
also ''experiences the other side'1'; that 1s, he knows and feels
the otherls being and position also.

Thus he felt that true

meaning in life and a unity with truth can come through a process of dialogue.

This concept of dialogue has pervaded the

thought of twentieth-century man 1n all areas of learning, including the religious.

It is m1. specific proposition that the

preacher should study and practice the principle of dialogue
to effectively communicate the Gospel.
been criticized by wise and foolish men.

Preaching today has
Many people today

are prone to identify pulpit preaching witb didactic moralizing

2

or brainless pursuits to feed men's _souls with nonsense.

Others

say this preaching needs to go through a drastic revision; that
it is no longer the primary means of communicating the Biblical
word.

In any case, a serious re-examination of the role of

·preaching is needed in the church today, tor there seems to
be a gulf between the minority for whom the Gospel is meaningful and the majority for whom it has little relevance.

To help

solve this problem for the majority preachers could do nothing
better than to use and practice the modern principle of communioation--dialosue.

In this paper I will attempt to relate some

of the insights which scholars have made concerning the principle of dialogue to the needs of the preacher.

I will not

attempt to make any exhaustive study or how the principle of
dialogue can help the general relations between a pastor and
his people, as in the area of pastoral counseling.

Such a

study could be very fruitful as a topic in itself.

I will at-

tempt to center all my attention on the pastor as preacher 1n
the congregation.
Study From Philosophers and Theologians
The principle of dialogue has come about from scholars
1n the areas of philosophy, psychology, and theology.

It 1s

also a vital concern of those in the specialized fields of the
social sciences and communication.

A philosopher mainly res-

ponsible for the genesis of this concept is Martin Buber (1878-

1965). Briefly, according to Buber, there are two primary at-
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titudes which man may take up to the world, and these attitudes
express themselves in two primary words, or rather combinations
11

of words:

I-It II and "I-Thou.••

II

An

I 11 can never exist in and

or itself, alone, but can only come into being as it relates
itself-to an obJect or being.
by Buber with what b.e calls

11

Tb.e

11

I-It 11 attitude is associated

experience 11 --a term which he uses

in a rather special sense tor those activities which have some
thing for their obJect, as when we perceive something, imagine
something, will something, think something, and the like.

While

we cannot do without this primary language, if we were to live
purely on this level, we would be less than men.

The "I-Thou11

attitude, on the other hand, is associated--with what Buber calls
the world of "relation, 11
or
but

11

encounter. 11

The relation is described as ''meeting"

It is a relation not or subject to object,

of subject to sub.~ ect.

Such a relation is direct, and it

is also mutual, as involving a response which 1s absent in the
detached

11

1-It" attitude.
the whole person. 2

It 1s, furthermore, a relation of

The existential philosophers Martin Heidegger (1889and Karl · Jaspers:(1883-

), and Jean-Paul Sartre (1905-

),
)

have some similarity to Martin Buber's philosophy when they
try to define in their own ways what authentic existence is.
Also the Christian theologians Karl Barth (1886-

), and es-

pecially Emil Brunner (1889-~966) have made contributions in
this area.

Both or... them dealt with the questions or personal

being and man's relationship to God.

Barth emphasized the trans-
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cendence and otherness of God (as does the Christian apologist,
Karl Heim), but still concedes that God can relate Himself to
man.

Brunner, while still accepting Barth's ideas of GOd's

transcendence, spoke of a more genuine personal relation between
God and man.

His thought, as in his book, Tbe Divine-Human

Encounter, owes much to the "I-Thou" philosophy of Buber.3
11

The

D1alogical Principle"

It ls from this philosophical and ·. theological basis that
has developed what has been called the "dialogical principle."
Reual L. Howe, who has done extensive work in the study of
dialogue, explains that
dialogue is that address and response between persons in
which there 1s a flow of meaning between them in spite
of all t ·he obstacles that normally would block the relationship.4
This is the "I-Thou" relationship described by Buber and is
contrasted with the

11

I-It" attitude as a monological misconcep-

tion of communication.

In monologue a person is concerned only

tor himself and others exist to serve and confirm him.

The

principle of dialogue 1s described as an openness to the other
side, with a willingness not only to speak but to respond to

what we hear.

Martin Buber oalls this "experiencing the other

side," and by this he means to teal an event from the side of ·

the person one meets as well as from one's own side.

Only as

we know another and are known by him, can we know ourselves.
Only 1n relation to others can we achieve true personhood.
A true dialogical person 1s not concerned about self apart from

5

his responsible relations with others.

Being a real person,

he is capable of relating his life to the lives of others,
and through them to the whole world. or meaning and truth.
When this principle directs our lives, our communication becomes
creative.

Since dialogue takes tbe other person seriously,

it causes language to become the means to a genuine meeting
between per~ons in which the conversation 1s a vehicle of recreation.5 Those who are vocal in expressing what the prinolple of dialogue is, describe it not only in terms of conversation or communication, or even empathy, but rather in such tarreaching words as union.

One writer says, · ..-

But true dialogue also comprises an affective union. It
1s this aspect of dialogue that provides the animating
force in all or man's relations with others. The study
of dialogue as affective union is particularly helpful
in articulating the modern concern with personal interrelations, or intersubjectivity.6
"Dialogue thus appears as tb.e fundamental inspiration in all
our dealings with others; it is the culmination of our affective experience. 11 7

•

CHAP.rER II

THE PREACHER IN DIALOGUE IN ALL HIS LIFE REIATIONSHIPS
Much before the preacher ascends the· pulpit, he must establish the principle of dialogue in all of his life relationships.

A sermon all by itself can never be completely d1alog1-

cal unless the preacher has made an attempt to destroy the monological relationships in h1s personal life which are inconsis~ent with the principle of dialogue, and to arrange a pattern
of relationships of dialogical form and quality.
In a Dialog1cal Relationship With God
The preacher first of all and primarily must be brought
into a . dialogical relationship with God through Jesus Christ.
The passive mood is explicitly intended here.

As with all Christ-

ians. the preacher does not set out specifically to establish

a dialogioal relationship with God.
and man responds.

God initiates the dialogue,

Man is not merely a passive creature upon

whom God acts, or an object to be manipulated.
.

pear to be grossly monolog1cal.

Thie would ap-

Rather. God Himself initiates

the whole concept of dialogue so that man might become a real
person through h1s relationship with the Almighty.
us and we become authentic persons.

GOd accepts

Martin Buber said that

God 11 enters into a direct relation with us men 1n creative, revealing and redeeming acts, and thus makes it possible for us
to enter into a direct relation with him." 1 The identities

7

of man and or God are not certainly lost in this dialogical
relationship.

Among other things, this would be untrue to the

principle of dialogue.
to

11

While one party in a dialogue tries

exper1ence tb.e other side, 11 he does not lose his own person-

al being.

God remains the •~wholly Other,•• or the ''Eternal Thou, 11

as Buber says.

Wingeier sums up the thought of Buber by saying,

The divine-human encounter is a·..meeting, not a merging.
Our relationship with God, for Buber, is not a mystical
union or absorption in the Infinite, but an encounter and
relation with that which is over against us •••• God 1s
both transcendent and. immanent. He is ever-present, awaiting our turning. The Eternal Thou cannot be sought, but
me~ts man through grace.2
Certainly, an expression of this G0d-1n1tiated dialogue is in
the Lord's Supper, when the Christian experiences real communion
with God and with fellow communicants (I Cor. 10).

It is this

dialogue which initiates the life of dialogue for the preacher.
Else his attempts at dialogue with fellow human beings will
be merely subjective and humanistic.

It is only because a trans-

cendent God has decided to bind Himself to man on earth, that
the preacher can attempt to relate the Word or God d1alog1cally
to fellow mankind.

The vertical is both necessary and pre-re-

quisite of the horizontal:
.

The living Christ communicates with the members of his
body.through the Word (dia-logos) of the apostOlio kerygma preached by the church in the world today. The medium
of our individual involvement in the perennial dialogue
between God and man is the experience of faith as created
and embraced by the grace of God through Baptism and th6
Holy Eucharist. The vertical dimension of the divinehuman dialogue contains, as an essential element, the urgent commission to initiate and perpetuate dialogue horizontally along_the whole front running between the church
and the world~,

8

In a Dialog1cal Relationship With the World
The last word or that quote brought us to the realization that the preacher does live in the world; that is, he lives
.
among men in society.

Through his dialogue with GOd he has

.

not been absorbed into the realms or the Infinite, but is very
much al1ve in . the world.
dialogically.

The preacher must confront the world

The preacher will never be able to serve mankind

unless he first confronts the world d1alog1oally·.

He must both

ask questions or the world, and listen to what the world has
to say.

'

He must find out what the world is thinking.

He must

find the needs and problems of mankind, and the contributions
which it has to offer.

For, in order to speak and relate the

Gospel of Jesus Christ to men, he must first understand their
needs.

The Gospel is rel•vant to people only to the extent

that it deals with their needs, problems and failures.

Howe

says,

The meanings people bring out of the world are the ones
with which they will understand the gospel. An answer
needs the question in order to be understoOd as answer.
The gospel needs the world's question in order to be understood as good news.4
The preacher must discover the world's questions.

Merrill

Abbey has expressed the preacher's task well:
••• "11sten1ng11 to the minds and hearts or men 1s an important aspect of the preacher's reading. Let him read history and philosophy not only to learn the events and the
conclusions at which thinkers arrived, but to find his
way more fully into the questions men have persistently
asked across the generations, with awakened imagination,
and understanding heart, deeper comprehension of the appeal or challenge they offer to the Christian faith. Let
him read the thinkers of his own time not alone for what
.they say that can reinforce his message, but to understand
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the problems with which they grapple, the difficulties
they see, and--where they take issue with the faith as
he knows it--the deep reasons for their divergence. Let
him expose htmself to the mass media not merely to follow
their ever-changing image of hie time, but to underatand,
if he can, what they take for granted and what that tells
him about the unspoken assumptions of the mass audience
they attract.5
Thus, in addition to all of the preacher's other tasks, he will
attempt to be versed in contemporary philosophy, psychology,
art, literature, science, economics, human a-:rtairs, etc., in

order to read the minds or modern men.

Every minister should

learn to identify the crucial issues of his own time and to
address the affirmations of the Gospel to the burning questions
men are struggling to decide.
today.

This task is especially important

The church and the world have been most unfortunately

divorced from each other.

The church has been mainly guilty

for this very irresponsible action.

Howe s~ys, "The church

has been overly concerned with its form, 1teelf', its lite."
He also says that the church has been introspective, ingrowing,
and, mainly with its ministry, defensive against the world.
He continues by saying that correlations between life and Gospel
are essential, for only then can we have true worship.

So the

preacher must listen to the world to learn how to respond to
the world out of the Gospe1; 6 that 1s, he will answer the questions and needs of mankind with·. the "wisdom ot God, which God
decreed before the ~ges for our glorification" (I Cor. 217).
The preacher brings the ·world into a dialogical relationship
with the Goepel.
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In a D1alogioal Relat1·o nsh1p With the People of' God
Speo1fically, the preacher lives dialogically with the
people of God with whom he lives in the church.

The lay people

whom the preacher confronts have experienced the same things
that he has.

They, too, have received a relationship or com-

munion with the Almighty, and they, too, must act out this life
in the world.

The preacher, who has received reconciliation

with the Almighty God, now is empowered to become a reconciler
with the members of the body of' Christ in his congregation.
He will attempt to keep these people in communion with GOd.
To go into the tull implications or the principle of dialogue

tor the preacher-pastor in his spiritual relations with his
people is beyond the bounds or this paper, but it is still
mandatory to mention that preaching 1s never to be taken outside ot the preacher's total relationships with his people.
Oaemmerer says,
A~ the pastor trudges from case to case·and bedside to

bedside, as he counsels in home and at the desk, as he
intervenes in the multifarious problems of family and
marriage, as he explores human nature 1n endless profusion,
he is practicing the same skill which gives penetration
to the word from the pulpit.7

That the preacher's ministry is totally a personal one is an
important concept tor him to realize.

Howe explains this con-

cept well:
Basically,· (all ministry) 1s personal and is concerned
primarily w1th the encounter between person and person ••••
The personal nature of ministry derives (1) from the personal nature of life itself, and (2) from the personal
nature of GOd's redemption. Men are born into and realize
the fullest meaning of their life from relationship with
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one another and God •••• The dynamic behind all functions
of the ministry is, therefore, the personal need of man
and the personal act of God •••• The Ohristian ministry
to individuals is significant in that a man cannot become
a Christian by ·himself any more th.an he can become a person in isolation. We meet Christ in the Fellowship ••••
Every re·l ationship is a potential means of revealing God
to man and man to man.8
This personal concept of the ministry is an excellent way to
describe the dialogical relationship which a preacher must hold
with his people •. Many people find a great disparity between
what is preached to them as the -C hristian faith and what 1s
possible to them in their present set of circumstances.

To

offset this difficulty, the preacher must come to know his people on a personal basis--to know their needs, aspirations,
desires, goals--betore he can at all attempt to preach to them

relevantly and meaningfully.

Te1kman1s says,

It is through past~ral calling and counseling that the
preacher gains valuable insights into the innermost lives
of his people. He learns to know what questions they ask,
what they are thinking about political, racial, and cultural problems. He discovers their hopes and fears and
aspirations. He becomes acquainted with their religious
or1entation, their thoughts about God and Christ and eternal lite •••• 9
To emphasize these inter-personal and dialogical relations between the preacher and his people Paul Tillich is quoted:
The essence of communication is participation and part1.;. ..
cipation is an inter-personal activity in wbich an exchange
of meanings take place between preacher and people. The
sermon, and indeed the whole of the ministerial vocation,
is a series or relational transactions each one of which
is conditioned by the predominant psychological realities
in the parson of the preacher and in the persons of those
to whom his communications are addressed.10
.
At this point the example of how Jesus Himself was personal
and dialogical in His life relationships is very valuable.
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••• much of Jesus' own teaching was d1alogical in principle ·
and method. He carried no Bible with him and almost invariably in his teaching started with a common concern or
need of' tbo·s e with whom he was engaged oonvers.a tionally.
As his partners in the dialogue with him struggled with
ideas and truths, God's word seemed to oome through. See:
Matthew 8:19; 12:46-50; 18:21; Luke 10125-26; 11:1; 12:13;
17 :5; 22 :24-30·; Jo.hn 3 :l-21; 4 :1-15.ll

CHAP?ER III
THE DllLOGIOAL SBRMON

Since Plato wrote his philosophy in the form of dialogues
between Socrates and his friends (or enemies) the dialog1c
methOd has been recognized as a right honorable means ot
teaching.l
This dialogic method or communication has been greatly popularized today.
Nations have been entering into dialogue with each other
in the interest of their mutual well being. Church bodies
have been entering into dialogue with each other and have
discovered that they have much in common. Likewise the
church has been becoming bolder in its willingness to enter
into conversation with the world outside itself •••• In
general, it can be said that in our day people are talking
together as never before in history.2
Dialogue has also been popularized on radio and television.
Almost any time one turns the dial on his television set or
radio he can find some interview or discussion going on.

Almost

I

all types of people are·interv1ewed--from rook-and-roll singers
to atatesmen--and questioned on their views concerning some
aspect of life.

The public today is very familiar with this

form or communication, and most people enJoy it.

Many of these

same people are, then, disappointed when 1n church they listen
to a sermon that does not engage them in their own life and
interests.

Preachers- can help solve the problem by using the

principle of dialogue.

At this point the difference between

dialogue as principle and dialogue as method should be explained.

The dialogical principle has been described above as a

meeting of meanings between two persons.

Any method of communi-
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cation can be the servant or the d1alog1cal principle.

The

principle is mandatory while whatever method one decides to
use 1s optional.

The most common method ot preaching in the

church today is the method where one preacher addresses the
congregation.

So, we shall first concentrate on how the d1a-

log1c principle can be related to this method of preaching;
thereafter, we shall attempt to relate the principle to the
method of preaching where there are two or more preachers.
A Definition

In order to define exactly what a d1alog1cal sermon 1s,
it will be necessary to define its opposite; namel1, a misconception of oommun1cation--the mon~logical sermon.

Many

preachers have the concept that communication is telling people what they ought to know.

They think that they are mere

fact-givers or information-tellers, and that people are Just
eager and waiting tor them to come and fill them in on the facts.
Or else, the preacher thinks his task 1s to achieve consensus

ot opinion.

In a monologue sermon the minister is so preoc-

cupied with his manuscript, his purposes, and his delivery that
he is blind and deaf to the needs or his people and their search
for meaning.

The monological preacher 1s just so preoccupied

with himself that he loses· touch with those to whom he is speaking.

Abbey describes this preacher by saying,
His preoccupation with content, to the exclusion or concern for real personal contact, makes him an alien voice
speaking from a distance. He may declare his message with .
the power ot a coldly intellectual process which wins res-
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pect for his thought, but this cannot assure acceptance
· tor h1s gospel.3
Monolosue falls to accomplish the communicative task and 1s
not effective.

For

when we do not make ourselves responsible and responsive
to the patterns of experience and understanding that people bring to a particular le•rning situation, our communication is doomed to f'ailure. 4
A dialogical sermon puts into effect the true concept of'
communication; namely, that communication is address and response that facilitates, insp1te of all obstacles, the movement
of meaning between person and person.

''Oommunicatlon as reveal-

ed in Scripture from the first page to the last is a matter
of' address and response between God and man and man and God. 11 5
Concomitantly, it is also conversation between man and man,
precisely, man on behalf of God to man.
in the present-day church.

This must be continued

In this way we can describe dialog1-

oal preaching as "event" or ''encounter."

Abbey says,

In preaching something happens: God encounters men ••••
To say.that preaching is ••• event is to say that through
it the supreme event finds continuance as the cross extends
its reach in time.6
He thus connects our present-day preaching to the great event
of' Christ's death on the cross.

Since both the preacher and
.

the people are partners in this encounter that God has initiated, they both a.re responsible for the preaching which goes
on.

Howe says,

11

The clergy and laity together are supposed

to be active participants 1n the formulation of life's questions
and 1n discovering the relevance of the gospel to these quea-~. ~ ...
tions •••• ••7

Brooks says that the preacher will be engaged with

16
the members of his congregation
in the exploration or divine truth: not or listening to
yourself sounding off about something, but of being preoccupied with the task or articulating for all cQncerned
some aspect or the Christian encounter with God.B
Another word to use to describe the dialogical sermon 1s
the word two-way.

Clyde Reid explains the idea of two-way

communication 1n a sermon by giving a scale or ascending levels
or communication.
1)

He says:

Transmission occurs when the communicator presents

hls ••• sermon.

Contact occurs when the listener has heard the -message.
When the listener is allowed to ask a question, •ke
a comment, or otherwise express himself concerning the
content of the message, feedback is established ••••
4) Comprehension •••• The listener now comprehends ••••
5) Acceptance •••• the listener now accepts, ignores,
or· rejects it. His prior beliefs and attitudes, his relationships with influential persons, ••• may modify his ac·ceptance or rejection of the message.
6) Internalization •••• the listener internalizes it when
it becomes his own, a part of his own being, and it begins
to influence his behavior.
·
7) Complete Communication. At this point the communicator and listener (who also· has become a communicator in
the two-way process) have a common, shared understanding •••• 9
2)
3)

Most likely no encounter with God will be brought about in a
one-way effort at communication which defies or does not allow
the hearer to respond.

However, we know that many times the

Holy Sp1r1t works in spite of us, instead or because of us.
Reid says,
Occasionally, communication via the sermon occurs without
feedback by the grace of God and the activity. or the Holy
Spirito but th1s seems to be an exception rather than the
rule.l
But the dialogical sermon is not an easy thing to achieve.
For real dia~ogue demands a certain amount ot courage.

There

17
is a risk involved; for the preacher may have to give up some
of his prejudices and well-treasured thoughts.
reason

why'

This 1s the

it is necessary to have a spirit of harmony and peace

which grows out of Christian love.

For those who are in dia-

logue in the sermon are in the exploration of divine truth,
and the truth of God only comes in a relationship ot love--in
Jesus
. Christ.

A certain philoeophe~ has said, •• ••• and the 'self'

and the 'other' find their fulfillment by losing themselves
in truth.·" 11 This, interpreted in a religious way, means the
truth of Jesus Christ.

Finally, the phrase "come let us reason

together" perhaps well describes the dialogical sermon.

Abbey

explains this phrase by saying that " ••• the quest for a meeting
of minds is vital if preaching is to fulfill its function as
the spoken word by which men are precipitated into a state or •••
real encounter with God.12
The Preparation For a D1alog1cal Sermon
However can the great task or a dialogical sermon beachieved?

Can 11 a meeting of minds'' be achieved in an apparently

monological situation?

Because of the nature of true dialogue,

the d1ff1cult1es can only be overcome by a joint effort on the
•

part of the preacher and the people who will listen.

The first

step will be the preparation before the actual moment of the
sermon in the setting of public worship.

The sermon must be-

come the creation of both the people and the preacher instead
of the preacher alone.

What is the preacher's part in the pro-
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cess of preparation for the formal sermon?

The preacher will first relate himself in dialogue with
the Scriptures.

The basic principles of the written Word of

GOd which dealt witb·the problems and needs of the Biblical
times are still relevant to the needs of the people.

People

can hardly be expected to think that the Bible has anything
to say to them if nothing is brought out or the Bible that has
any relation to the meanings that they bring out of their lives.
To make an exposition on the pros and cons whether women should
wear hats in church is to deal ~1th something

or

a by-gone era

and to shortchange the people by not giving them something they
need.

So the preacher's task here is to bring a Scripture pass-

age or concept into encounter with a contemporary axiom.

This

is prlmarilly the preacher's task since he has been trained
in multipurpose exegetical tools, while most hearers have no
understanding of tt1em.

It is important that the preacher start

this task at least one week ahead of time, for he will have
to have enough time to relate this study with the next and second task; namely, studying the particular needs of his people
he wishes to concentrate on.
Earlier it was mentioned that the preacher must keep himself in dialogue with his people; that preaching is not held
in a vacuum, but rather in the total relationships ot the pastor with his people.

The preacher must listen.

He must listen

to ascertain what the specific needs of the hearer are that
he can bring into his sermon on·the following Sunday.

Howe
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says that 11sten1nB '11s an act of love, a commitment of ourself'

to another.

It is a risk--we might hear. 11 13

Listening does

not come naturally, and has to be learned--especially 1n the
case of the preacher who is so used to talking all the time.
11

The preacher must ask himself,

What 1s the hearer asking? 11

•

For the listener too must feel that he has been heard, and the
sermon must reflect that hearing.
It preaching is real the.worshiper will sometimes be taken
by surprise to discover that without his saying a word
he has been heard. The sensitive preacher will be spokesman both for the listener and for the gospel.14
Howe says,
Talk without listening makes people resentful and defensive. Time spent talking without listening would not modify meanings. Listening, on the other band, builds bridges
between people over which talk can travel. Talk based
on listening builds relationships of trust in which meanings can change because the partners together dare face
and accept ch~nge.15
As a bridge-builder the preacher throws a bridge of clear com-

munication across the chasm between the speaker and the hearer.
Howe has said elsewhere that

11

the preacher ••• is the midwife

between life and the gospel. 11 16
man, 11

11

It is in such word-a as

II

spokes-

br1dge-bu1lder," and "m1dw1fe 11 that show the necessity

of listening for the preacher.
in yet another way.

He says,

Abbey explains this process
11

•••

the .interpreter of the gos-

pel must be a listener, not only to the voice or God heard 1n
prayer and the study of the Word, but to the questions and assumptions of the people." 17 In mathematical terminology he
says.that the preacher draws an ellipse.
Valid preaching, as Rrofessor John Knox points out, is
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not a circle drawn around a single cente~, either 1n exege:s1s of a biblical t -e xt or in address to contemporary
need. It 1s rather an ellipse drawn around two foci:
one 1n the text, the other in a current human s1tuat1on.18
To perform this operation the preacher must develop the technique of listening.

Howe says that the "clergy must train them-

selves to use their eyes and ears in relation to the laity.
If they will hear before they speak they may know what to say. 11 19
What does it mean to listen to another?
.

respect the other person's uniqueness.20

It means that we will
It means that the

other person who is speaking should be recQgnized in and for
himself, who he is, a person, a creature of God. 2 1 '1 Iri order
to listen discerningly to another, a certain maturity is required, a certain self-transcendence, a certain expectation, a patience, an openness to the new.••22
Correlated with the preacher's listening there is another
aspect of his preparation which will bring him out of his study
and his books and directly into life and work with his people.
The preacher must try to anticipate questions, concerns, and
meanings of the audience that will sit in front
ing Sunday morning.

or

him the com-

The hearer's questions must be anticipated

since he is not able to ask them during the- sermon.

Reid says,

An important method or building dialogue into the sermon
1s the minister's anticipation of the questions the·congregation would ask if they could. By raising these questions in the sermon on behalf of the listener, the listener can occasionally identity vicariously with the- questio~~
being asked and feel that his question has been answered. J
Oftentimes · preachers answer questions ·which· they· .have. contrived.
They ask questions that are not really being asked at all.
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Or sometimes preachers ask questions which have the answer im-

plicit in them.

When a question is asked merely to give an

answer, this 1s not questioning, but making an assertion.
is also quite monological and perhaps exploitative.

It

Once again,

it is important in dialogloal communication that an attempt
be made to know and understand the
brings to the sermon.

11

meanings 11 which the hearer

For dialogical communication can only

take place when there is a "meeting of meanings."

Howe, in

speaking of this necessity in the preacher's preparation, said,
How tragic that they do not realize that they need the
meanings, thoughts, questions, understandings, interests,
and encouragement of their congre§at1on ln order to prepare and preach their sermons •••• 24
So the hearer will be uppermost when the preacher anticipates
the problems he will attack in hls sermon.

This may seem to

be self evident; but hardly so when one again and again hears
a sermon with a contrived and unreal problem.

The preacher

will not view his congregation !.!l masse in order to understand
their meanings and needs.

Rather 1t would be more beneficial

if he were to picture in his mind those individuals who at
that time especially need help in his congregation--perhaps
the ones he had dealt with in the previous week.

It would be

beneficial also if he were to try to get a cross-section of
all the problems in his congregation.

He will then attempt

to re:1.ate these dialogically with t -h e Word of God.

Abbey gives

some helpful suggestions:
Before outlining your next sermon, make a list of the names
or initials or six to a dozen persons with whom you have
had significant contact in the past weeks, setting opposite
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each a phrase or sentence notation of a need you sensed
in him. Re-examine your scripture and subject asking,
"What can this mean to each of these persons at the point
of his need?d Jot ·down the answers on paper and keep them
before you 1n your preparation.25
The preacher will have to be careful, however, not to ignore
the rest of the people in the congregation, tor there can hardly
be an individual who does not bring any needs to the sermon.
Finally, when the preacher anticipates the meanings of the hearer, it is important to find out exactly. at what level their
meanings are.

He must find out at what level they are bound

to the world, and conversely, at what level they are theologically.

For the preacher to impose on a congregation a theologi-

cal insight which he has discovered, without first ascertaining
whether the people are ready for this insight, is useless and
perhaps exploitative~- Certainly one or the basic laws of learn~ng applies here:

the law of readiness.

One of the most important emphases that comes out ot a
study of the principle of dialogue in relation to the preacher
1s the fact that the preacher is not the only one to prepare
for~ the sermon.

What Bartlett says is true:
•

If ••• the church means the people of God, then preaching
must involve all the people •••• In short, every recovery
in the claim ot preaching today brings us with new urgency to consider the part of the worshiper in the pew
as well as the preaohe~ in his pulpit ·in bringing the
claim to fulfillment.2o .
The hearer has a definite role to play in the preparation, de•

livery, and follow-up of the sermon.

WarreniSohmidt speaks

out ·. of a background of study in group dynamics when be says,
· ..• - ••• 1:r spiritual ideas are to become a living part ot an

2:,
individual, that individual must become more deeply involved and active in the whole learning process. He must be
a participant and contributor, not simply a hearer and
observer.27

.

The hearer must prepare himself first of all.

To do this it

would be good if he were to think reflectively over the week-his failings, achievements, needs.

It would be good it this

were done all during the week before the preaching engagement,
and also in quiet moments in the service, instead of day-dreaming or thinking of irrelevant things.

It would be beneficial .

if the hearer were to familiarize himself with the propers tor
the Sunday, 1n order to get the main emphases or the service.
Of'

course, the p~eacher would have to follow through and bring

out the propers in his sermon.

Realistically speaking, the

preacher will most likely have to instruct the hearer on how
to- prepare himself.
There 1s a more direct way in which the hearer can influence the sermon--namely, by speaking to the preacher in advance.

He may approach him and confront him with a problem

or issue which he would like to see dealt with in the sermon
tor the coming Sunday.
''sermon clinic.''

He may do this in what Reid calls a

He describes this by saying,

In this approach, the minister meets w1t·h a small group
ot his lay people a few days before the sermon 1s due to
be delivered. At that time he shares with them the basic
outline of his message and his intent in preaching the
sermon. They are tree to react to the sermon as it stands,
criticizing it and ottering ideas and illustrations from
their experience- to bring a reality orientation to it.
The minister then modifies his message to take their help
into account. The people who have discussed the sermon
with him now have a deeper involvement in that messa;e•
It is ~~tly theirs and they listen eagerly to hear their 11
sermon.2H
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This may b.e &~.tremendous help to a preacher wbo has a· hard time
trying to figure out if he is getting through to the people
and ~peaking in their language.
The final step in preparation will be the actual writing
of the manuscript.

It can no longer be called the sermon only

ct the preacher, but certainly also of the hearers.

Even though

most· ot them have not explicitly or vocally contributed to the
.

sermon, through the efforts of the preacher they are participating implicitly.

Summary points to help the preacher write

the sermon with his listeners 1n mind are very helpful:
The listener who is truly in the position to be helped
by the sermon:
1. Is hearing himself talked about;
2. Finds the preacher anticipating his questions and
needs;
3. Senses the purpose of the preacher to help h1m;
4. Finds that the preacher shares his concerns and difficulties;
5. Wants to put remedy to the test in the way that the
preacher does;
6. Already wants to share discussion and help with fellow11steners.29
One further point which the writer-preacher will have to keep
in mind is his use of words.

It is highly improper, irrelevant,

and insensible to use words which the hearer cannot understand.
Ambivalent and abstract words are serious road-blocks to any
communication.

'
Mor~o,
such wmaa are quite contrary to the

preacher's task to communicate the Gospel.

In his relationship

ot dialogue with his people the preacher must find out what
words his people use.

Read says,

Contact with this world has everything to do with·the
preacher's use of words. For just as the Word Incarnate
spoke the Aramaic idiom or His day; and just as the apes-
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tles proclaimed the message in the Ko1ni of the Middle
East; so the word-pattern of our preaching must reflect
the real language of today.30
The C~eative Moment or Delivery
How can the preacher be dialogical during the creative
moment of delivery?

~he delivery of the sermon is creative.

It has been pointed out that the writing o:r the manuscript is-certainly not the sermon.

The sermon is only that which hap-

pens in -the ''creative moment."

The preacher must respond to

the actual situation wit_h his whole being.

He may have to adapt

or even transcend the written material on location, face to
face with the hearer.

As there are many things working tor the preacher to help
him, there are also many things working against him to achieve
dialogue in the actual situation.
against?

What is the preacher up

As the barriers to dialogical communication Howe men-

First, language can be a major barrier. Much Biblical
and theological language is uncongenial to contemporary
man ••••
2. Second, images are another barrier to the meeting of
meaning. The images which the participants in a communication have of one another or of the subject matter can
effectively obstruct the communication ••••
3. The respective anxieties of the partners to communication are a third barrier that keep them from speaking
to and responding to one another with meaning. These can
be either personal anxieties or anxieties about the subject matter ••••
4. Defenses are a fourth barrier. Each ••• tunctions •••
1n the interest of his personal and professional wellbeing ••••
5. Contrary purposes on the part of the parties to communication can be a fifth barrier to the meeting of mean1ng.31
1.
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Communication can also be hindered if dialogue is missing from
the pastor's relationships with his people outside of the pulpit.

In the pulpit there may be barriers in the physical quali-

ties of the preacher--such as, his voice, style, gestures, etc.
In spite of the- difficulties of communication it is possible to speak and be heard, and to accomplish a meeting of meanings.

It can hardly be over-emphasized that the manner 1n which

the preacher acts during the creative moment

or

delivery is

going to significantly influence whether this "meeting" is going
to take place.

Concerning the preacher's style, it is of ut-

most importance that the preacher develop a conversational
style which is much more conducive for a two-way dialogue, rather than the oratorical style which tends to be monologioal.
Reid quotes Wayne E. 0ates who has commented significantly on
the development of communication in the Christian Church.

Oates

says that originally in the church proclamation was a two-way

conversation "in which Christians bore witness to what God had
done in raising Christ from the dead."
sation and discussion.

There was free conver-

"But, 11 he continues,

when the oratorical schools or the Western world laid
hold or the Christian message, they made Christian preaching something vastly different. Oratory tended to take
the place or conversation. The greatness of the orator
took the place of the astounding event of Jesus Obrist.
And the d1al~f1e between spea~er and listener faded into
a monologue.,
Fortunately, however, this tragedy has been realized and a remedy is 1n the making.

o.

P. lCretzmann says,

The florid, oratorical style of the nineteenth century
has given way to a new simplicity and directness ••••
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The twentieth century man and woman 1s no longer interested
1n the shouting, arm waving preacher. They want a man
to stand up and talk. They want their preacher to be a
man 1n the Way talking to the man in the.street.33
The phrase, "man in the Way talking to the man in the· street, 11
is an excellent way to describe the conversational style.

This

conversational style is well described by Rohrbach:
Good contemporary public speaking 1s conversation projected. That implies that the public speaker address
his audience naturally and sincerely, free or artificiality and pose •••• Today effective speakers attempt to communicate with their audiences as warm and sincere human
beings, employing all the direct techniques we use in ordinary conversation. And the ult1mate impact is one person talking to other people.3 4
This sort or style is devoid of any feeling that the pulpit
is a stage prop; that is, that the preacher is performing for
an audience.

Howe describes the "performer" style of preaching

as such:
Preachers and congregations are still in the grip of the
''perf'ormer" · image of preaching which puts the full burden
of preaching on the man in the pulpit . instead ot sharing·
it with the man in the pew. It turns the sermon into a
performance instead of being an event of the gospel, and
changes the congregation into an audience that waits to
be reached instead of being participants in a m1n1stry.35
A/

tew more ideas may help the preacher achieve dialogue during

the sermon itself.

Surely the preacher will not want to be

bound to a manuscript.
one another in the eyes.

In ordinary conversation people look
He will also not want to separate

himself from his people by saying

11

you11 ·a11 the time, rather

he will use more often the pronoun 11we. 11

Visual aids also will

help the communication process, for people learn with their
eyes as well as their ears.
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Another aid to dialogical preaching 1s the us·e of ''feedback."
Feedback actualizes two-way conversation.

Reid says,

••• members of the congregation are constantly supplying
the minister with feedback cues through their facial expressions, by staying awak1 or falling asleep, and by their
general bodily reactions.36
Ely attempts to describe the communication process as a
ongoing, ever changing, and continuous'' process.
an integral part of this process.

11

dynamic,

Feedback is

He describes this process

with a diagrams

ouroe ...,. B -+

Feedback

61(_._.,

In explaining this diagram he says:
The source is the mind of the teacher who has determined
a purpose for communication. This is where the idea originates. The source encodes (E) a message which is intended to achieve a desired response •••• A message must be
decoded (D) by a receiver utilizing sensory channels (mainly,
seeing and hearing) •••• The degree of success which a
given message has achieved can be determined by feedback.37

-

Thus the preacher must be attentive, and must alert himself
to feedback cues and interpret them, in order to see what response is coming from his effort at communication.

According

to Stevenson the preacher must "look at people as individuals,
one by one, and see what they are saying back to you pantom1m1cally. ••38

Of course, the preacher will have to instruct the
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hearer on the process of feedback; namely,
that their faces are expressive instruments of their minds
and spirit and that therefore they should reveal by facial
expression their attentiveness and their desire to help
the Word be proolaimed.39
However, it must be emphasized that this kind or feedback during
the service is highly impersonal information.

Also it is pro-

bably quite imprecise since ~t 1s nonverbal.

In spite of these

limitations the preacher should become sensitive to these cues
to facilitate a two-way dialogue.

Earlier it was mentioned that the preacher must listen
to his people in order for h~m to be dialogical.

However, this

must be reciprocal; the hearer must also listen.

Just as the

hearer has a responsibility to prepare himself before the service, so also must he realize his responsibility during the
sermon.

Howe says,

The congregation's 11fe-aware·n ess produces gospel alertness expressed in the kind or attentiveness during a sermon that helps a preacher preach. Good listening·oalls
forth good speaking •••• Attentive efforts help the preacher. O
The passive listener learns little and his attitudes change
less.

It will be primarily the job or the preacher to instill

in the hearer his reepone1b111t1ee.

He will have to be inspir-

ing to overcome the passivity of the hearer.

People do not

think of themselves as participants 1n sermons.
people resist participation.

In tact, many

Many don't want to think and strug-

gle to develop their own living faith with God.
people ''come, they say, 'to get something. 11141
what the preacher has for them that morning.

Howe says that
People wonder

It would be good
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for the preacher to occasionally use the sermon time to explain
to the congregation its part 1n preparation and during the sermon.

The preacher who instructs his people about the distinc-

tive role of the listener, and finds time to share with them
the meaning of preaching will find times

or

real compensation

waiting for him.
The Follow-up After the Sermon
What kind of follow-up after the sermon can help the
preacher together with the congregation become dialogioal?
How can they together diagnose their errors and remedy a mon-o logioal style?

The actual fifteen minutes that the preacher

stands in the pulpi~ is not the only time that the sermon 1s
preached.

It starts before that and ends perhaps never.

Howe

says,

••• sermons, far from be1ng the great production or the
occasion, are only a preliminary contribution to the sermons which are formed 1n each hearer as he respoigs out
of his meanings to the meanings of the preacher.
The hearer must be given time to give verbal feedback to the
sermon which the preacher started.

In fact, the individual

should be guaranteed an oooas1on to express himself.

In this

way the implicit dialogue of the creative moment of delivery
will become explicit.
The first way this can be done is directly after the sermon.

The preacher should step out of the pulpit and allow the

hearer to respond.

Paul Malte says tbat this method 1s "no

'relevant' g1mm1ck, 11 and ''may be a facet of' what the Lutheran
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Confessions mean by 'Ohrietian conversation.'"

He continues

by sa:,ing;
At the time of the text-reading the congregation is alerted
for conversation after the sermon. The pointed homily
lasts no more th.an 15 minutes, and then the preacher comes
out of the pulpit (which he's already done with his words).
The people talk with him about the sermon theme tor 10
minutes. Thus the New Testament teaching about preacher
and people ,peaking the Word back and forth is partially
actualized. 4 ,
However, it is important to remember that while discussion 1s
very important, "one should not have to depend upon discussion
or any other technique in order to guarantee the accomplishment
of commun1cat1on.d44

A second method to help make dialogue

explicit 1s to have an "open forum" f-ollowlng the service.
Reid says t ·h at members of t ·he congregation should then be "permitted to ask t-he minister questions about his message. 11

He

says that there is a drawback, because only a few members of
the congregation have time and courage to speak. 4 5' However,
it has been seen to work very effectively on college campuses.
Howe calls these "sermon back-fire sessions, 11 and says that
members should at thi's time be encouraged to say something more
than the usual inane remark, "I enjoyed the sermon.••46
Tbe third possibility 1s to have a regular sermon discussion group.

The difference between this idea and the pre-

vious one is that the members will be regular ones, instead
of having it open for just anyone to come, and also the group
may meet at some· other time than just after the service.

Howe

suggests that this be a group of six or so members, that the:,
discuss the sermon and its meaning for them, bave the discus-
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s1on taped, and then give to the preacher to study on his own,
privately, ( 11 under the table"). 47 The members of this ·group
should be responsible.people, otherwise their discussion may
end up being a "pooling of mutual ignorance."
the preacher may be present.

In some cases

But with or without the prese.n ce

of the pastor a certain lay-person should be designated dis-

cussion leader.

A

pamphlet, Just published by the American

hltheran Church, which promotes such ••sermon dialogue" groups,
mentions that the
most effective use or this •pproach is to provide the .group'
members with the sermon text a week in advance so that
some preparation for hearing and discussing the sermon
may be made.48
.
''This approach has genuine value, particularly when the membership of the group tends to be fairly constant."49
Fourthly, use may be
. made .of small, personal groups which
meet regularly for Bible study, prayer, and discussion for a
good source of indirect feedback.

Reid says that ''even though

the sermon itself is not discussed specifically, the Christian
faith is discussed, and this creates an indirect dialogue with
the minister's preaohing.d50

Fifth, the regular pastoral con-

versation be-Jrween the preacher and parishioner will give the
former good responses--claritioations, reactions, disagreements,
approvals, questions, eta.

or

course, this is a part of the

pastor's regular dialogical relationship with his people, dealt
with earlier.
helpful.

Sixth, questionnaires have proved to be quite

These help the people to react honestly and frankly,

because they_do not have to confront the pastor personally.
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There is a great deal for the preacher to learn through this
method, but it would surely require much bravery on his pa.rt,
for he may be alerted t .o the fact that he 1s not communicating
at all.

Questionnaires of different k1nds are reciprocal; that

is, they help both the preacher and the hearer.

A

questionnaire

may be 1n the form of a self-test, written on a bulletin insert,
for the hearer to take on his own anytime after the service.
Lione-1 Skamser says that in such a test,
most of the questions deal with tbe sermon text. They
focus s.ttention on historical facts related in the text,
the doctrine or doctrines it procla-lms, and tbi understanding and application of the text to life.5
While such a self-test is primarily - to help the hearer recall
the message ot the sermon, an arrangement should be made for
the preacher to so through.some or the completed tests.

There

are, however, other questionnaires that will help the preacher
more directly.

James T. Hall has done extensive work 1n this

area.

It must be emphasized once again that the sermon ls not
only that which goes on in the formal setting of the liturgy
of the church service.

Howe says that after the service "the

sermon should go 1nto orbit, 11 and tha-t there 1s much beyond
the preacher's part 1n the sermon.
Now we are thin1ting about the people's sermon which 1s
to be delivered by them in the world by means of the dual
languages of relationship and word •••• If the sermon is
more than a mere discourse and ls instead the means by
which the meanings of God and man meet, then it is not
complete until it 1s translated into action.53
Either verbally or non-verbally the hearer responds in the inter-
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~ctions of .living in the world what the Word of God means to
him.

.

So dialogue 1s sparked among the people of GOd in tbeir

daily living.

Luecke says,

The prophetic office was committed not merely to preachers
but to the church. This requires ••• d1s-ouss1on ori the part
of many members 1n the church, and mutual counsel and exhortation •••• 54 ·
••~nu1ne pr~achirig must be the authentic and mutual witness
of all the people

or

.God, snaring with each other their exper-

1en_c ee of God's presence in their livee, ••• 11 55

,I

CHAPl'ER IV
METHODS OF DIALOGUE PREACHING WITH TWO OR MORE PREACHERS

Pros and Cons of These Methods
Brief mention must be made of other methods of dialogue
preaching. While dialogue as principle ·is mandatory, 1t can
and should be used in any number of methods of communication,
all of which are optional.

Experimentation has been made today,

as it has certainly in past ages, in other methOds of preaching.
In fact, :form·s should change and be adapted, otherwise vitality
will be lost.

Some of these exper1mantal methods have included

preaching with two preachers.
may include the following:

Merits o:f this kind of preaching

It is perhaps one way to have more

direct involvement of the hearer; that 1s, he may be able to
identi~y with one o:f the speakers, and thus have his views verbally expressed in diaiogical relationship with an opposite
position.

It must be stated that this method of having two

preachers is a way to introduce variety and :freshness.

It may

be a way to open a window in a somet1.mes stale atmosphere.
Barrett mentions other advantages .to tbis dialogue method:
1. This method has the advantage o:f expressing the faith
in a series· of answers to the questions which people
frequently ask •••• •.• it 1s at least possible to ••• present
the :faith as a series of real answers to real questions.
2. Most people find it easier to listen to two voices
than to one. After a time, even the best monologue is
likely to have a somewhat soothing e:t':t'ect on the audience.
Where the dialogue method is ueed--just at the point when
the preacher is in danger of sending bis congregation to
sleep, the new voice chimes in discordantly and the con-
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gregation wakes up.l
Certainly, drawbacks there are.

Perhaps the hearer will not

identify with one of the speakers.

Perhaps their positions

will be totally unrelated to his real concerns.

For him the

dialogue sermon will be about as relevant as a seminarian in
the midst of a ladies' coftee-klatsch, or knitting circle.
It must be remembered that the main objective of preaching is
that the people are in dialogue with the preacher, not preacher
with preacher.

Skoglund mentions another difficulty:

Dialogue preaching requires both skill and discipline.
It is tar easier to prepare and present a monologue written and given by one person than to develop a thought pattern which utilizes two or more voices, for dialogue is
more than animated conversation about a subject and more
than Just a publicly presented bull session. Dialogue
is skilled, disciplined and imaginatively planned conversation directed toward the presentation of a specific truth. 2
Also it may be harder for some people to get used to tw.o voices
than one.
The Different Types
There is a wide range of possibilities for the use of more
than one preacher in the chancel.

A simple type (which is more

devotional than d1alog1c) is a situation where two preachers
take turns reading parte of a candlelight service, in which
different candles represent different virtues.

This 1e quite

a contrast to a dialogue sermon where two preachers take part
in an intense, dramatic search for the realities of life.
Chancel drama, which goes back as far as the 1920 1 s, has
proven to have a wide range

or

possibilities.

Certainly it
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would be important for the drama to be representational rather
than presentational.

In the latter kind the actors would be

performing for the ''audience."
passively.

Th.e viewers part 1o1pate only

In the former the actors "represent•• the views of

the members of the audience.

This necessitates active partici-

pation from the audience, and obviously will be dialogical.
Another method of dtalogue preaching with more than one preach,

er may be called the "Huntley-Brinkley 11 approach.

Perhaps in

a news reporting style two persons will discuss different aspects of a religious issue, 1.e. the current mission field or
the church.
A third method may be that of role playing.

Perhaps the

most important kind o, role playing will be that of advocatus
diaboli, or the devil's advocate.

Barrett says that this con-

cept was developed in the Catholic Church or the Middl, Ages
and that 1t is still employed by the Roman Church in the proceedings which lead to the canonization of saints.

He continues,

Those who argue in favor or the canonization of saints
are opposed by a devil's advocate, advocatus diaboli,
whose task it is to state all the arguments against canonization. At a later date, some or the Jesuit preachers
used a similar technique 1n church and during missions.
One priest proclaimed the gospel or taught the faith while
another represented the point of view of the atheist or
unbeliever. The central idea was to exhibit to the people
the power and the capacity of Christian thought to meet
and overcome difficulties and objections,
Barrett then brings the method up to date by saying,
Where the dialogue method is used today, it ls still usual
for the interrupter to play the part of the unbeliever
or skeptic. For the purpose of the discussion, he usually
adopts the attitude or a man hostile to Christianity.3
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So this method may involve the occasion where a believer plays
the role of a skeptic, unbeliever, or atheist and confronts
another believer (usually regarding the broad topic of faith).
The skeptic's main question will be:

why should the believer

not believe.
Other possibilities of role playing may include the following:

When several persons, representing authentic characters,

re-enact a scene or event from Bible history.
be clearly defined.

Their roles will

A suggestion is Jesus' and Nicodemus's

nocturnal conversation, or else a Christmas pagent.

Those who

prepare this dialogue '1 sermon11 will be sure to start with the
life situations of the people who will be in the audience and
call to life Bible personalities with whom they can identify.
Another possibility may be when two persons take different
viewpoints on an issue and discuss it openly.

The difference

between this and ''devil's advocate" is that here the role players are both believers trying to decide what the church's stand
should be on a particular issue.

James A. Pike and John

w.

Pyle give several suggestions for dialogue sermons of this type
of role playing.

·S uch suggestions are:

''Shouldn't the Church

stay out of politics entirely and just concern itself with making individuals better? 11

"Does communism provide a better dy-

namic for social change than Christianity?'' · 11 Isn't the Church
lagging behind in the el1m1nat1on of' segregation?"

"What busi-

ness have our Churches imposing their religion on people 1n
countries with other faithst"4
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There are many other possibilities.

Dialogues with a youth

and leader on pertinent issues with youth-adult relations may
be very worthwhile for a youth service.

Dialogues with men

representing various occupations dealing with questions of how

.

to live as a Christian in the world today may be beneficial
to professional or working-class people.

A dialogue may be

arranged to have two preachers discuss or analyze a Biblical
topic--such as, the grace of God in the Old Testament vis-!-vis
the New Testament.

This method will not involve an argumenta•

tive style (as in the "devil's advocate"),_but rathe~ a complementary style; that is, each speaker will enhance or clarify
the statements of the other speaker.

In a service dealing with

marital relations, an attempt may be made to show how dialogue
can.heal broken relationships.

If you even have extra-special

talent, like that of ventriloquism, you can converse with a
dummy, like Pastor David Eberhard of Riverside Lutheran Church,
who converses in his pulpit with a red-haired dummy named Clancy.

CHAP.rER V

CONCLUSIONS
It is mandatory that the preacher understand and use the
principle ot dialogue 1n his total relationships with his people, and specifically in his pulpit preaching.

The preacher

may then be tree to use any and all of the m,thods of dialogue
preaching,

The objection cannot be raised by him that the Holy

Spirit is going to do what he wants with his preaching of the
Word no matter how he does it.

He must realize that benefits

are in direct proportion to the amount ot effort he puts into
his preaching.

Modern philosophy and the study of communications

have-blessed us with increased knowledge about how people learn.
Surely this is a gift of God the Holy Sp1r~t, Who desires to
turn men to the Lord Jesus Christ.

Preachers or the Word of

God through the Holy Spirit must make a great effort to speak
this Word dialog1cally to the people of God.

Then when the

people of God witness to each other dialogically the future
of the church will be very promising.
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